GREAT STUFF™ Pond & Stone filler, sealer and adhesive is specifically designed to help quickly and easily build beautiful water features. By expanding to fill gaps and cracks, the polyurethane foam helps direct water to flow over the rocks in a waterfall, rather than under and in between. Plus, the foam’s black color means it’s easily hidden among the rocks and shadows. GREAT STUFF™ Pond & Stone can help improve aesthetics of water features, creating stunning landscapes. It can also be used to set and secure the cap stones in retaining walls. A quicker and less expensive option than mortar, GREAT STUFF™ Pond & Stone is designed to bond porous and non-porous rocks or stones. It’s an excellent choice for water features from fountains to koi ponds because it’s safe for ornamental fish.

Features of this specially formulated filler, sealer and adhesive:

- Bonds rocks without mortar
- Helps directs water over, not under rocks
- Safe for ornamental fish & plants
- Water resistant
- Black color
- Closed cell
- Moisture-cured single component
- Cures in 8 hours

Product Benefits:

- Build water features quickly
- Easy to use, no special tools required
- Improved flow enhances waterfall aesthetics
- Damp or dry application
- Lasts for years in wet conditions
- Black color is easily, naturally hidden
- Will not shrink
- Cost-effective product
- Can be used in any ornamental pond setting
- Seals, adheres, bonds and provides water resistant cover
Where can GREAT STUFF™ Pond & Stone be used?

Use Anywhere You Would Use GREAT STUFF™ But Need A Black Foam

Secure Stones Without Mortar

Adhere Cap Stones In Retaining Walls

Repair Cracks and Holes in Trees

Fill Gaps To Direct Water Flow Over Rocks